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Professional football is considered to be the most important side 
issue in life according to a lot of followers and spectators of this 
sport. Besides the fact that a lot of people earn (more than) a 
decent living out of the football sport, many people feel connected 
by watching the games and following the developments in and 
around the professional football scene.

The world of professional football is also about the young boy’s 
dream that in 99% of the cases did not come true. Not everyone 
becomes a new Cristiano Ronaldo or Lionel Messi. At an older age, 
however, there is still this excitation when working with football 
players and football organizations, or even being ‘near’ the 
professional football world.

Although this has not been the main reason of writing this report, 
we as Ernst & Young feel connected to this sport. Not only from a 
business perspective, but also because we are supporters. We were 
young once too…

The profession of football is different from many other professions 
in various ways. The players tend to earn a lot of money (or are 
perceived to a earn a lot of money in the eyes of the public), and 
they also (have to) earn this in a short time period. A time period 
that is tending to become shorter and shorter. Not many football 
players have the skills and ‘privilege’ like for example Ryan Giggs to 
add another year to his active career at almost 40. Football players 
need to earn their money during their active career, as their second 
career is unclear and at least very far away. And sometimes there is 
no second career at all, as besides professional football no other 
education or skills have been obtained for the years thereafter. 
In times of economic crisis, this uncertainty has even increased due 
to bankruptcy of well-known football clubs but also due to the 
tighter labor market when the active career has ended.

In December 1999, Ernst & Young published its first report on the 
tax facilities for professional football players in the twelve ‘bigger’ 
football countries. In joint effort with FIFPro, conclusions were 
drawn with respect to the tax attractiveness of the respective 

countries for professional football players. In December 2005, 
the report was renewed and extended, including twenty-one 
European countries in total. In this second report, besides 
comparing the more general tax aspects, special attention was 
given to the existence (or absence) of pension fund facilities and 
other career facilities for professional football players.

In this third version of the report, we have examined more 
European countries, 30 in total, as we specifically wanted to take 
into account the upcoming Eastern-European countries and the 
developments in these countries as well. Particularly as in some of 
these countries (Ukraine, Russia, Turkey) momentarily some of the 
highest salaries are paid and automatically these countries place 
themselves in the spotlights of professional football. The report is 
therefore both an update of the 2005 report and the countries 
examined in that report and an extension with the newly added 
countries.

In this 2013 version of the report, we have done more in-depth 
research on the existence (or absence) of pension funds or other 
career facilities for professional football players. Not only did we 
want to know whether or not these facilities are (or are not) in 
place, we also wanted to know what the ‘driving’ elements of such 
facilities are, and –if such facilities currently are not in place- what 
the necessary ‘building blocks’ and what the success factors may be 
in order to successfully introduce such career facilities. Are for 
example legislative mechanics in place to quickly introduce such 
career fund if wanted? The main reason for this being that practice 
shows that countries that have introduced career fund facilities for 
professional football players, or countries that have at least 
stimulated clubs and players to increase education during the active 
career of the players, seem to have less problems for players 
switching from their active (first) career to their second career. It is 
for this reason that the European Commission in the light of the 
Social Dialogue discussion is very much interested in establishing 
minimum requirements with respect to dual career facilities in each 
of the individual EU countries.

The next paragraphs of this report describe the main conclusions 
that we have drawn and the tendencies that we see happening both 
from a tax and from a career fund perspective. Before doing so, we 
will first describe the structure of the report and our ‘way of 
working’ when preparing this report, as well as the key findings of 
the investigation. Paragraph I of the report provides for a high-level 
insight of the tax climate in the various countries, including the 
development of tax rates, deduction of professional costs and 
expatriate regimes. Furthermore, a comparison is made of the total 
‘tax’ costs for the clubs when paying out net salaries of € 100,000 
and € 1,000,000 to an individual player (gross/net calculations). 
Paragraph II of the report examines the pension and career funds in 
the investigated countries and describes the developments over the 
last 8 years as well as any tendencies. Paragraph III describes the 
developments on education and other career facilities for football 
players. Paragraph IV of the report illustrates the 30 investigated 
countries in a convenient table and ranks these countries in order of 
‘tax and career perspective’ attractiveness.

We wish to thank everybody who worked with us on this report 
and assisted us in getting the report ‘richer’. This applies to the 
colleagues from the Ernst & Young International Sports Network 
and to the representatives of the local unions of FIFPro who have 
been so kind to share with us their experiences and ‘best practices’. 
We hope you enjoy reading the report and that you will be able to 
(also) use the report in the benefit of the sport of professional 
football and in the benefit of the players.

Ernst & Young Belastingadviseurs LLP
Wiebe Brink, Partner Tax
Marga Roubos, Senior Consultant Tax
Thijs Visser, Consultant Tax

“Some people believe football is a matter of life and death. 
I’m very disappointed with that attitude. I can assure you 
it is much, much more important than that.”
(Bill Shankly, former Liverpool manager on football)

Introduction
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Enclosure C to the report provides the reader with an overview of 
the contact details of the colleagues of Ernst & Young and of the 
representatives of the local unions of FIFPro in the various countries 
that participated in this research. 

Although this publication has been carefully prepared, it is intended 
for general reference only. No responsibility for any loss occasioned to 
any person or organization acting or refraining from action as a result 
of any material in this publication can be accepted by the authors or 
by Ernst & Young. On any specific matter, reference shall be made to 
the appropriate author.

The input for this report has been obtained by sending out comprehensive 
questionnaires to both the colleagues from the Ernst & Young 
International Sports Network and to the representatives of the local 
unions of FIFPro. On the basis of the answers received we have prepared 
a country ‘picture’ for each of the 30 countries that we have examined. 
All country information is gathered in enclosure A to this report. 
The questionnaires have been attached as enclosure B to the report.

The following 30 countries were investigated:

Countries

1. Austria 11. Greece 21. Russia

2. Belgium 12. Hungary 22. Serbia

3. Bulgaria 13. Ireland 23. Slovakia

4. Croatia 14. Italy 24. Slovenia

5. Cyprus 15. Malta 25. Spain

6. Czech Republic 16. The Netherlands 26. Sweden

7. Denmark 17. Norway 27. Switzerland

8. Finland 18. Poland 28. Turkey

9. France 19. Portugal 29. Ukraine

10. Germany 20. Romania 30. United Kingdom

Compared to the most recent report from 2005, where in total 
21 countries were examined, the following countries have been added 
to the review:

1. Bulgaria 4. Malta 7. Slovakia

2. Croatia 5. Russia 8. Turkey

3. Czech Republic 6. Serbia 9. Ukraine

  

•  Because of a solid and well-working career or pension fund in 
combination with a beneficial expatriate regime for foreign football 
players, especially the Western European countries are attractive for 
players, despite their relatively high income tax rates. Tax rate alone 
therefore does not matter. Almost all Western European countries 
now have at least some form of career fund available for their players, 
whereby in most situations the career fund is ‘tailor-made’, for example 
pension payments start directly after the end of the active career of the 
player.

•  Many of the Western European countries have introduced crisis taxes 
or ‘surcharges’ due to the economic crisis. In particular this hits 
professional football players or –in case of net contracts- the clubs. 
Career funds structured in a tax facilitated way can mitigate this effect. 
In other (Eastern European) countries crisis taxes are (until now) 
rarely seen, but this may change.

•  Eastern European countries with relatively low, mostly flat income tax 
rates, in general lack other career facilities. This is caused by the fact 
that the players in these countries as a main rule do not have regular 
employment contracts, which is even stimulated from a tax perspective: 
the total tax and –especially- social security costs are much lower than 
in case of an employment contract. Short term goals, namely higher 
net income for the player, in these countries currently prevails over 
longer term goals, being players rights and players financial security.

•  ‘Hot’ countries like Turkey, Russia and Ukraine have relatively low tax 
rates for their football players and actively use their tax system in 
various ways to attract and retain the best players in the world. Turkey 
and also some other Eastern European countries in this respect even 
show a remarkable form of ‘tax heroism’ by almost or totally exempting 
from tax the income from professional football or from sports 
achievements like World Cups, Olympics or European Championships.

•  Our survey shows that Spain and the Netherlands, also the most 
recent World Cup finalists, equally rank at first place from an overall 
tax and career fund attractiveness perspective. This time however the 
Netherlands win -in overtime- due to their lower (maximum) income 
tax rate.

•  Norway, the number one in our 2005 survey, drops on the list which is 
mainly due to the fact that Norway has adjusted its pension fund in a 
less tax-friendly way.

•  Creatively thinking about and offering education opportunities to (ex-) 
players in order to financially bridge the ‘black’ gap between the active 
and the second career remains to be a challenge, certainly in times of 
economic crisis and recent bankruptcies of well-known clubs. Knowing 
that the European Commission as a direct stakeholder is also actively 
looking for ‘dual career’ opportunities, more ‘corporate responsibility’ 
within the professional football scene is needed.

•  It is safe to predict that the recent economic and social debate on tax 
evasion (Starbucks, Google, etc) will not completely pass the doors 
of the world of professional football, as income earned in general is 
high(er), tax planning is quite common, and knowing that spotlights will 
always be pointing on this remarkable profession.

Structure of the report and way of working Key findings
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Where the introduction of a crisis tax sometimes results in quite 
fierce resistance by the general public, especially where such crisis 
tax kicks in at a relatively low tax basis, there seems to be no real 
‘remorse’ from the general public that high income earners like 
professional football players are especially hit by such crisis tax. 
Perception is that professional football players already earn (too) 
much, albeit that one more and more recognizes that this mainly 
applies to a small portion of the total football players’ society, and 
that a larger percentage of the football players are not really the 
high income earners like they used to be.

Flat income tax is the main rule in Eastern 
Europe

It is remarkable that in most of the Eastern European countries a 
contrary development took place. The introduction of a flat income 
tax rate of 10% (Bulgaria), 15% (Czech Republic), 16% (Hungary 
and Romania) and 17% (Ukraine) in many of these countries 
caused total income tax costs to go down for the higher incomes 
like for example the professional football players. Having one flat 
tax rate seems to end up in very low tax costs. If also the costs of 
social security contributions would be included, total costs would 
increase quite heavily. In these countries, however, it is quite 
common that professional football players do not work on the basis 
of a regular employment agreement, but on the basis of a sole 
entrepreneur or service agreement. For tax reasons, this is 
beneficial to the club and to the player, as it saves social security 
contributions. Although from a legal perspective this is not in the 
interest of the player, from a tax perspective there is no real 
stimulus from both sides to have this system changed. In fact, it is 
the other way around: the tax system seems to be used to keep the 
system in place, for example by providing quite substantial costs 
deductions of 60%-70% of total taxable income (Czech Republic, 
Slovenia) or by lowering the tax rates in combination with the 
absence of social security contributions (Poland). Short term 
goals, namely higher net income for the player, in these countries 
currently prevails over longer term goals, being players rights and 
players financial security.

Apparently in most of these countries the urge to introduce some 
sort of crisis tax or ‘surcharge’ is currently not present, which is 
logical taking into account that the economic crisis especially hit 
the Western European countries first and economic growth 
numbers in the Eastern European countries are still better than 
most Western European countries. It is, however, quite logical to 
expect that also in the Eastern European countries economic 

growth eventually will go down and cost-cuts need to take place, 
also caused by EU regulations. It is interesting to follow whether 
this will have an impact on income tax rates and on the possible 
introduction of crisis taxes in these countries as well. Like for 
example Slovenia, that very recently has announced to introduce a 
crisis tax.

Developments in ‘hot’ countries like Russia and 
Turkey

It is also clear from the review that high paying ‘up-coming’ 
countries like Russia, Ukraine and Turkey have tax rates that make 
it even more attractive to play and earn income in these countries. 
Not only for the foreign players making use of advantageous expat 
regimes, but also for the home grown players who benefit from low 
income tax rates or from high deductions. It is understandable that 
where a country (momentarily) has the highest capabilities to pay 
higher salaries to professional football players, but ‘struggle’ with 
the overall attractiveness of the competition, it can use (and uses) 
its tax system to make it even more attractive to attract and retain 
the best players in the world. 

Turkey is the only country that even has different income tax rates 
for professional football players depending on the league in which 
the player is playing. The lower the league the player is playing, the 
lower the income tax rate, until the player ultimately (in the lowest 
league) pays only 5% income tax on his salary. The same 5% tax 
rate applies to all income received from the Turkish national team. 

This form of tax ‘heroism’ is also seen in other (mostly Eastern) 
European countries, where it is quite usual that the proceeds from 
World Cup, Olympics or European Championships remain tax-free in 
their home country. Other countries that have tax exemptions in 
their legislation for such sports achievements are Romania, 
Slovenia and Portugal.

Highest and lowest income tax rates

Below table illustrates the countries with the highest and lowest 
regular income tax rates. It is important to note that not only the 
income tax rate, but also the income tax basis and any applicable 
surcharges, church taxes and social security contributions add up 
in what we would consider to be the ‘total tax costs’. An example of 
this is Finland that has a top income tax rate of 31.75%, but due to 
high municipal taxes and church taxes turns out to be one of the 
highest tax cost countries within Europe. 

Highest tax rates (top 5)

Country Highest tax rate

1. Sweden 59%

2. Portugal 56.5%

3. Denmark 56%

4. Belgium 53.5%

 Finland 53.5%

Lowest tax rates (top 5)

Country Highest tax rate

1. Bulgaria 10%

2. Czech Republic 15%

 Turkey* 15%

4. Hungary 16%

 Romania 16%

* Only applicable to high qualified sportsmen.  
The highest tax rate for individuals in Turkey is 35%.

Crisis taxes and surcharges are reality in 
Western Europe

In many of the reported countries the income tax rates have not 
significantly changed compared to the 2005 report. Where one 
may expect higher income tax rates resulting from the economic 
crisis that hit almost all of the examined countries, the general 
income tax rates until now did not change too much. However, quite 
some Western European countries (Spain, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Germany, France, Italy, Ireland, Portugal) have introduced 
a crisis tax in the form of ‘surcharges’ that specifically hits the 
higher incomes, implying that –especially- most of the professional 
football players are financially impacted by such surcharges. Such 
surcharge may have a temporary character, like for example in the 
Netherlands or Spain, whilst in other countries the introduction of 
the surcharge seems to be of a more permanent nature. Also the 
countries that had to be ‘bailed out’ in 2012 and 2013 by the 
European Union (Greece, Cyprus) have introduced crisis taxes.

In some countries the debate on high tax rates for excessive 
incomes has been fierce, like for example in France. It has shown 
that the introduction of such excessive tax rates may cause French 
wealthy individuals to leave the country. One may assume that the 
same in particular applies to professional football players, who may 
quite easily ‘escape’ the country by transferring to a foreign club in 
a more tax-friendly country. Practice shows, however, that not only 
the tax climate, but also the attractiveness of the competition itself, 
decides where a player wants to play. And this therefore does not 
necessarily imply that –in this example- France may as a 
consequence become less attractive for football players. Other 
(non-tax) factors tend to be even more important in this respect. 
One can even not exclude that countries with the highest financial 
problems and deficits may feel urged to safeguard an attractive 
professional football competition with high salaries on the basis of 
the good all old ‘panem et circenses’ doctrine. Let alone the 
possibility to try and mitigate such income tax burden in a tax-
friendly way, for example by planning on image rights. 

If the player has a net contract, then the extra tax costs may have 
to be borne financially by the club instead of by the player, thereby 
shifting these costs to the club. And this in a sector where the clubs 
already are facing financial challenges due to the economic crisis 
and due to the tighter financial fair play rules introduced by UEFA. 
Eventually this will impact the individual players as well.

I  Tax rates and tax climate in general
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In some countries (for example Cyprus) the non-resident regime with 
an accompanying tax rate of 10% is de facto used as an expat regime, 
where players use short term contracts of for example 1 year to 
benefit from the advantageous tax regime by leaving the country half 
way during the contract (and return shortly thereafter for the next 
half year). One can argue whether this facility was meant to serve as 
such an expat regime.

In Belgium, the expat regime is still in place, however was effectively 
abolished as of 2013 for foreign football players in order to provide 
for an extra stimulus to the clubs to attract and retain Belgian 
(youth) players. The old regime was found to be tax discriminatory 
for the (younger) Belgian home grown player.

Russia has introduced a new expatriate regime for football players as 
of 2010.

Deduction of costs: forfeit instead of 
actual costs

Many of the investigated countries still offer the possibility to 
deduct professional expenses incurred by the football player, 
assuming that these costs are not borne or reimbursed by the club 
itself. Over the years, most countries have introduced a forfeit 
amount that can be deducted by every player without the burden 
of proof that these costs actually have been incurred by the player. 
As an exception to this main rule, the player is able to deduct a 
higher amount of costs if the player can prove that these costs 
have been incurred. De facto resulting in less administrative 
burden for both the local tax authorities and the individual player, 
certainly recognizing the fact that in practice most professional 
costs directly attributable to the football profession are paid by the 
club instead of the player. ‘Top end’ players in this respect are the 
Czech Republic and Slovenia that allow a football player to deduct 
respectively 60% and 70% of their income by forfeit, if the player is 
considered to be self-employed.

Expat regimes remain to be effective

Expatriate regimes that are quite commonly in place in most of the 
Western European countries remain to be an effective instrument 
to attract and retain foreign tax players. Not always does an existing 
expat regime apply to foreign football players, but if it does, it 
comes in different ‘tastes’:
•  Substantially lower tax rates compared to regular individuals of 

that country (Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Poland, Portugal, 
Russia, Spain)

•  Same tax rates but lower tax basis due to extra costs incurred 
(the Netherlands, Cyprus, France, Sweden, Switzerland)

•  Extra planning instruments to avoid local taxation on non-local 
source income (Portugal, UK)

  1 Expatriate regime is rarely applicable to football players.
  2 20% reduced tax rate is currently not available for football players.

Total costs for clubs (gross/net calculations)

We have asked all 30 countries to provide us with a gross/net 
calculation, assuming a net salary of € 100,000 and € 1,000,000 
respectively in order to calculate and compare in which country 
clubs effectively face the highest (gross) costs, where costs not 
only include wage tax costs, but also social security contributions 
and obligatory pension payments. Based on this comparison, the 
Nordic countries (Sweden, Finland) are –not surprisingly- the most 

expensive countries from a clubs’ perspective. Together with 
Slovenia, which country has a 50% top income tax rate in 
combination with substantial social security contributions. Clubs 
from Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey are much better of, mainly 
caused by low income tax rates (flat rate or –in Turkey- even very 
low tax rates for football players)

Expatriate regimes

Country Name The facility Maximum Length

Cyprus 1. 20% deduction
2. 50% deduction

20% of taxable income is deductible (max. 8,550)
50% of taxable income is deductible on incomes higher than € 100,000

3 years
5 years

Denmark Special expatriate 
regime

Qualifying expatriates with a monthly income exceeding € 9,500 are taxed 
against a flat rate of 32%

5 years

Finland Foreign experts regime Foreign qualified experts are taxed against a flat rate of 35%1 4 years

France Special expatriate tax -  Excludes extraterritorial costs from the taxable remuneration
-  Locally recruited impatriates can exclude 30% of their income
-  50% tax exemption on foreign source dividends, interests, etc.

5 years

Netherlands 30% facility Qualified expatriates can get a tax-free allowance of up to 30% of present 
employment income (for extraterritorial costs)

8 years

Portugal Non habitual resident 
regime

Qualifying expatriates (high added-value activities) are taxed against a 
flat tax rate of 20%, plus opportunities to leave non-Portuguese income 
out of the Portuguese tax basis2

10 years

Russia Highly Qualified 
Specialists regime

Expatriates with an income annual exceeding € 50,000 are taxed against 
a flat rate of 13%

3 years

Spain Special Expatriate 
Tax regime

Qualifying expatriates with an annual income not exceeding € 600,000 are 
taxed against a flat rate of 24,75%

6 years

Sweden Expert tax relief Qualifying expatriates with a monthly income exceeding € 10,373 can opt 
for a tax relief of 25% of the gross salary

3 years

Switzerland Expatriate Ordinance Qualifying expatriates can deduct extraterritorial costs from their taxable 
income

7 years

UK Non-domiciled resident 
status

Deferral of tax on non-UK income by claiming the remittance basis of 
taxation, and leaving non-UK income and gains outside the UK

Few years  
(not defined)

CarolineG
Notitie
hier heb ik 'be' nog weggelaten omdat de zin na correctie niet meer klopte
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Please note that there are a lot of ways of calculating the difference 
between gross and net income. For many countries assumptions 
have been made as personal circumstances influence the outcome. 
We refer to the specific country ‘pictures’ for the assumptions 
made. Furthermore, we did not take into account whether or not 
the calculated tax burden in practice is ‘felt’ as a tax burden. We 
acknowledge that in this respect practice sometimes deviates from 
the theoretical calculation.

Social debate on tax evasion and tax climate

The recent economic and social debate on tax evasion (Starbucks, 
Google etc) currently does not seem to hinder the world of 
profession football. Recognizing the fact that -in the eyes of the 

public- not only tax evasion (see for example the recent commotion 
around Bayern Munich director Uli Hoeness) but also any tax 
planning for higher income earning individuals and companies is 
more or less regarded as ‘tainted’, one may expect that at some 
point of time also professional football players may become subject 
to this discussion as well and will have the spotlights pointed at 
them. Especially where such players make use of tax planning 
techniques and streamline for example their image rights in a tax-
friendly way via tax havens. It is safe to predict that this social 
debate will not completely pass the doors of the professional 
football scene.  

Total costs for a football club for a player with a net income of € 1 million
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Total costs for a football club for a player with a net income of € 100,000
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Overview of pension fund countries

Countries that have some form of a career fund or a pension fund 
facility, each have their own characteristics and specific elements, 
whereby we make a distinction between career funds and pension 

funds. Career funds are more tailor-made funds, whereby usually 
the payment age is set directly after the end of the active career, 
whilst pension funds typically have a starting date at an age that is 
more commonly considered to be an ‘old age’:

Career fund

Country Name Voluntary/
obligatory

Payment 
age

Payment 
schedule

Max. amount of the career fund Special tax rate

Belgium Groeps- 
verzekering

Obligatory 35 Lump sum The yearly contribution may not exceed 
40% of the reference income of a football 
player

20%

Denmark Sports Pension Voluntary 40 Monthly  
(max 10 years)

The total fund may not exceed the 
amount of DKK 1,708,500 (€ 230,200)

Regular tax 
rate

Finland Athlete fund Voluntary AAFC* Annually  
(2 to 10 years)

The yearly contribution may not exceed 
€ 100,000

Regular tax 
rate

France Le Pécule Obligatory AAFC* Lump sum The maximum of the fund depends on 
how many years the player plays in 
France

General tax 
rate

Ireland Special retirement 
relief

Voluntary AAFC* Repayment of 
tax at once

The maximum  repayment of tax 
depends on the income in the ten years 
before retirement

Tax free

Italy Fondo di fine 
carriera

Obligatory AAFC* Lump sum The yearly contribution may not exceed 
€ 99,034

20%

Netherlands Transitional fund Obligatory AAFC* Monthly  
(max 20 years)

The total fund may not exceed the 
amount of € 1,000,000

Regular tax 
rate

Norway NISO career fund Voluntary AAFC* No schedule No limitation Regular tax 
rate

Spain MPS Voluntary 1 year 
AAFC*

Lump sum or 
monthly

The yearly contribution may not exceed 
the amount of € 24,250

Regular tax 
rate

Sweden Pension solution Voluntary Flexible No schedule No limitation Regular tax 
rate

* After the Active Football Career

II  Pension and career funds

Tendency to build in more modesty in existing 
pension funds

Some of the countries with an existing and well-working pension 
fund (especially in Western Europe) have over the years adapted 
their pension fund more in a more ‘modest’ way. Sometimes 
because it appeared to be too tax attractive compared to other 
countries (for example Norway), but sometimes also because it 
was felt by the local pension fund that some austerity should take 
place in the current time where more modesty is needed and looked 
for. Examples of this can be found in:

•  The Netherlands, where a cap of € 1 million has been introduced 
in order to avoid that players contribute indefinite amounts of 
their salary into the pension fund, thereby also safeguarding 
the basic system for the other less high income earning 
professionals. De facto this has lead to less contributions into 
the fund as of 2012, higher direct payments from the club to the 
player and consequently higher wage tax payments made by the 
club to the Dutch tax authorities.

•  Norway, that changed its pension fund facility from an obligatory 
to a voluntary fund. In addition the tax benefits attached to the 
facility were neutralized.

•  Lump-sum payments out of the Belgian pension fund after the 
active career are taxed against a tax rate of 20% instead of 16.5%. 

•  The UK has capped the amount of voluntary contributions to 
their pension fund quite fiercely, whilst pension payments from 
new contracts start at 55 instead of directly after the end of the 
active career.

•  Germany has changed the starting date of the pension payments 
from the end of the active career to the age of 62.

2005 report: 50% of the countries has a 
pension fund

In the 2005 version of our report, we concluded that approximately 
50% of the countries involved had or had recently introduced 
some form of a career facility in the form of a pension fund for 
professional football players. It seemed like some countries more 
or less ‘copy/pasted’ existing pension funds into their own system, 
which in general is good thing to do: better copy the best practices 
in life than invent sub-optimal/non-efficient mechanisms.

Any pension fund facility has as a main purpose the element of 
shifting some part of current earnings from professional football in 
a tax-facilitated way to the future by contributing a specific part of 
the current earnings into a pension fund, after which the pension 
fund pays out the invested amounts including investment yield in 
the years after the active career. In itself this has a tax deferral 
effect, as the contributions to the fund are normally tax-free, whilst 
the payments from the fund to the ex-player are regularly taxed, 
be it in the future and possible against a lower income tax rate. 
Furthermore, if the pension is tax-facilitated, in a world with rising 
income tax rates for higher incomes, the direct tax benefit resulting 
from a deduction at the top of the income becomes more and more 
evident.

Main purpose of such a facility is however a social one, namely to 
protect the player against himself. Every euro that is contributed to 
the pension fund cannot be used at that time to spend on the many 
temptations of life that day by day pass the doors of the typical 
professional football player. Furthermore, financially there is logical 
bridge between the active career with in general a higher income 
and the second career with lower income or sometimes no income 
at all. The bridge which shields every professional football players 
from the well-known ‘black gap’.  
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Pension funds with different features

There seems to be a slight tendency to shift the payment date 
from the date on which the football player ends his active career 
(for example 35+) towards the more ‘regular’ pension date of 
55 or even higher. However, most of the countries with a pension 
fund stick to their ‘tailor-made’ payment date or sometimes have 
a mix between the two (the Netherlands). Some countries pay 
out in a monthly or quarterly rhythm (Denmark, the Netherlands, 
Spain), whilst other countries pay out a lump sum amount directly 
(Belgium, France, Italy) or almost directly (Spain). Or the UK and 
Germany that have a mix combination of the two.

In Finland, two types of pension funds exist, one ‘real’ pension 
fund and one pension fund (‘training fund’) that can be used to 
reimburse costs incurred during the course of the active career. 

Contributions to the pension fund can be mandatory or voluntary, 
and may apply also to other sportsmen than only professional 
football players. 

In Germany, the pension fund benefits are also available for all 
other employees of the clubs, but also for the coaches and for 
scouts. In Ireland, a very creative way of funding the ‘gap’ between 
the active and the second career, by refunding a substantial part of 
taxes paid during the active career.

The element of solidarity in its optima forma can be found in France 
where the obligatory contribution to the pension fund is shared 
amongst all French professional football players in equal amounts, 
whereby the individual pension amount is related to the amount of 
years played in the French league.

Hardly any new countries with a pension fund

Besides Sweden, that has introduced a general pension fund facility 
that in particular is used by professional football players, between 
2005 and 2013 none of the other investigated countries have 
established new pension fund facilities. Existing facilities were, 
however, adapted, in some countries (Norway, the Netherlands) more 
than in other (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Denmark, Spain). It is 
safe to say that almost all Western European-countries now have some 
sort of a pension fund introduced.

Pension fund

Country Name Voluntary/
obligatory

Payment 
age

Payment schedule Max. amount of the career 
fund

Special tax rate

Germany Super annuation 
fund

Voluntary 62 Monthly / lump 
sum

No limitation General tax rules

Ireland Revenue qualifying 
pension fund

Voluntary 66 First 25% of the 
fund lump sum, 
the remainder 
in monthly 
payments 

The maximum yearly 
contribution may not exceed 
€ 34,500

First 25% of the fund 
tax free, the remainer 
is taxed against regular 
tax rates.

Netherlands Pension 
arrangement

Obligatory 65 Monthly The yearly contribution is 
7.96% of the pension basis

Regular tax rates

UK Professional 
Footballers Pension 
Scheme

Voluntary 55 First 25% of the 
fund lump sum, 
the rest monthly 
payments

The total fund may not exceed 
the amount of £ 1,500,000 
(approx. € 1,750,000)

First 25% of the fund 
tax free, the remainder 
is taxed against regular 
tax rates

Lump sum payments not always better

Although there is no simple rule or one system that is found to be 
best in class, it is safe to say that the existence of a pension fund 
protects most of the players from the financial gap that eventually 
will arise when the end of the active career nears. Sometimes the 
payment of a lump sum (one off) amount is beneficial to the ex-
player as the player will then have maximum flexibility to use the 
funds for his best purpose, for example financing new business 
activities. On the other side, paying a lump sum amount may also 
not be the best idea when protecting the player against himself 
financially. Any pension fund facility, however, leads to secured 
income over a certain period of time where such secured income 
may not be there in the absence of a facility.

Movement in Eastern Europe

In many of the Eastern European countries discussions take place 
between the local union(s), the clubs and the government to 
introduce some form of a pension fund facility. Reality however is 
that such discussions take a long time and are –specifically in these 
countries- difficult to introduce at all in the absence of any labor 
agreements between the players and clubs. Another objection is 
that the introduction of such facility would be cost-increasing for the 
clubs, especially in case of net contracts with the players. The only 
exception is Slovenia where most likely later this year a pension fund 
facility will be introduced (after long years of negotiation). 

It is good to observe that in many of the countries that consider 
to introduce a pension fund at some point of time in future, have 
(tax) legislation available that –with some creativity- would make 
it possible to implement such pension fund in a tax facilitated way. 
In most cases by linking this to existing legislation for pension 
contributions, where not the contribution, but only the actual 
payment out of the pension fund is taxed. Sometimes also by linking 
this new legislation to existing tax legislation for stock option plans, 
which basically leads to the same result.

Impact of the economic crisis

Some countries that may consider introducing a pension fund 
facility at some point of time in future, ‘park’ this idea for the 
moment due to the economic crisis, worries for extra tax costs and 
other priorities in such country (Greece, Cyprus).

No correlation between well working pension 
fund and successful football competition

Countries that seem to have the most attractive pension fund 
system with the highest flexibility do certainly not have the most 
successful competitions. Italy and Spain have established pension 
systems, however the amounts that can be contributed to the 
fund are quite modest, at least if you compare them with the 
average salaries paid in these countries. Germany and the UK have 
pension systems with a non-tailormade starting date of the pension 
payments. Countries with considerable lower average salaries (the 
Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland) have relatively higher contribution 
opportunities and more tailor-made flexibility in its systems.

CarolineG
Notitie
instructie 'save' heb ik 'safe' van gemaakt
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III  Education and other career facilities

The 2005 report shows that there was a clear demand from the 
players to have more focus on education and on other dual career 
facilities in a preferably combined effort from the player and the 
club, this despite the fact that players tend to move from game to 
game and from club to club. Only at the end of their active career 
recognition kicks in that there is more (in life) after football. It is 
this particular time period in the career of the player where the 
‘chances of success’ may be high enough to invest in from the side 
of the club and from the player.

On the other side, just like investing (or not) in a pension fund is 
primarily meant to protect the player for the gap between the active 
and the second career, it is also socially in the interest of the player 
and the club as well to increase the awareness for this career gap.

Jobs within the football industry are scarce, 
education helps

It is very clear from our comparative research that in almost all of 
the investigated countries the chances of finding a ‘decent’ new 
profession are rather low after the active career has ended. Most 
players aim at finding a job within the football industry as a coach, 
scout or any other assignment, as long as they can be connected to 
their former life. The amount of jobs in the professional football 
scene is, however, quite scarce, and becomes tougher as long as the 
economic crisis continues and the UEFA financial fair play rules kick 
in. Without any education or high school degree, the chances of 
finding a new job outside the professional football world are even 
lower. A rather depressing situation which is also increased by the 
recent number of bankruptcies that take place within the football 
industry and where players from one moment on the other need to 
find new work for which they were never educated. The chances of 
finding a new job, however, increase if the player has followed a 
study or has obtained other educational skills. 

In a single country with a more ‘relaxed’ labor market 
(Switzerland) it is positive to see that ex football players even have 
an advantage on that labor market outside the professional football 
industry, simply based on their credits earned as a player.

Initiatives undertaken by players

The research shows that in a lot of the investigated countries 
initiatives have been undertaken to educate players and ex-players 
by offering them education programs at local Universities or at 
Universities in other countries (the FIFPro Online Academy 
Program is a good example of this). However, especially for the 
Eastern European players the English language is an obstruction to 
effectively follow this course. Furthermore, almost in all countries 
the costs are borne by the players, the local unions or by a 
combination of both. The clubs are not participating and financially 
sponsoring these education programs (with the exception of 
Russia where clubs like Dinamo Moscow and Spartak Moscow have 
made arrangements about studies at the University in their 
employment agreements). Which is not unlogical, as the clubs are 
facing serious financial challenges themselves as well, the players 
are bound to the club for not more than a couple of years (so why 
invest from the clubs’ position?) and it is not in the direct interest 
of the club itself.

Some good initiatives we have seen in some of the countries 
examined:

•  In Denmark and France separate entities have been established 
that specifically hunt for jobs and education opportunities for ex 
players

•  Collaboration with other sports may help, as job opportunities 
may be in another sport or sports team outside professional 
football, but which still completely ‘fits’  the ex football player

•  Some education programs (especially in some of the Eastern 
European countries) are financed by the European Union

•  In France there are additional opportunities to deduct costs of 
education for football players for income tax purposes

•  Introduction of career coaches by the local unions or by the clubs
•  Partnership with professional (commercial) parties like 

employment agencies. 

The club as a corporate responsible stakeholder

Recognizing the challenges on the labor market in almost all of the 
investigated countries and taking into account the specific situation 
of professional football players, it is not unreasonable to expect that 
also the clubs should and can take their responsibility as a 
corporate social responsible stakeholder. The examples of recent 
bankruptcies have shown that not always it is in the hands of the 
player to decide when to end his active career. Such career may 
come to an end quite abruptly due to causes outside the influence 
sphere of the player. Together with the local union, the clubs and 
the players should discuss and implement tailor made and creative 
education programs that would bridge the gap between the active 
and the second career. Best practices created in such an 
atmosphere could then be shared within Europe. The European 
Commission as a direct stakeholder in the Social Dialogue 
discussion within the professional football industry may act as a 
‘linking pin’ role bringing together these best practices and 
distributing them amongst the EU Member States.
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IV  Country ranking in a snapshot

Country Special Career 
facilities

Highest tax 
rate

Expatriate 
regime

Deductions Other tax incentives 
available for players

Special Education 
programs

Ranking 
2005

1. The Netherlands Yes 52% Yes Medium No Yes 2

     Spain Yes 56% Yes High Yes Yes 3

3. Denmark Yes 56% Yes Medium No Yes 6

4. Sweden Yes 59% Yes Medium No Yes 18

5. France Yes 49% Yes Medium No Yes 10

6. United Kingdom Yes 45% Yes High No Yes 4

7. Russia No 30% Yes High No No

8. Cyprus No 35% Yes High Yes Yes 11

9. Finland Yes 53.5% Yes3 High No Yes 12

10. Norway Yes 40% No High No Yes 1

11. Belgium Yes 53.5% No High Yes Not yet 5

12. Switzerland No 45% Yes Medium No Yes 19

13. Germany Yes 47.48% No High No Yes 9

14. Turkey No 15%4 No Medium Yes _5

15. Hungary No 16% No Medium Yes Not yet 15

16. Italy Yes 46% No High No Yes 8

17. Serbia No 27% No High Yes No

18. Slovenia Not yet 50% No High Yes No 21

19. Poland No 32% No Low Yes No 13

20. Romania No 16% No Low No Yes 16

21. Bulgaria No 10% No Medium No Limited

22. Czech Republic No 15% No High No No

23. Malta No 35% No High No Yes

24. Slovakia No 25% No High Yes _5

25. Ukraine No 17% No Low No No

26. Ireland Yes 48% No High No Yes 14

27. Croatia No 47.2% No High No Yes

28. Austria No 50% No High No Yes 20

29. Portugal No 56.5% Yes6 Medium No Yes 7

30. Greece No 43.68% No Medium No No 17

3 Rarely applicable to football players.
4 Only applicable to high qualified sportsmen. The highest tax rate for individuals in Turkey is 35%.
5 No information available.
6 20% reduced tax rate is currently not available for football players.

Based on the country information, we have ranked the countries on 
the basis of tax and career facilities attractiveness. The following 
relevant factors were taken into account in determining this ranking 

Spain and the Netherlands, the last finalists of the most recent 
World Championships in South Africa, are ranked equally. Because 
of their lower maximum income tax rate, the Netherlands end up 
first, i.e. win this match in overtime.

It is clear that the Western European countries with in general higher 
tax rates still end up high in the ranking, due to beneficial expatriate 
regimes and well-working career funds. The Eastern European 
countries, mostly new in this list, in general lack such career 
facilities. A lower tax rate as such therefore does not guarantee a 
high ranking. We would expect these countries to climb in the list 
over the next few years when hopefully employment contracts are 
introduced and correspondingly an atmosphere is created to 
introduce career facilities for the players in these countries.

On an individual note, Norway has adjusted its pension fund in less 
tax-friendly way. In combination with a change in their expat 
regime, Norway drops from the number one place to 10th. Other 
Scandinavic countries like Denmark and Sweden benefit from a 
stable mix of tax arrangements for their football players, whilst 
Sweden has introduced a career fund. This explains their climb on 
the list. 

Russia and Turkey are new on the list and are this year the highest 
entries. Greece and Portugal make the list complete and finish last.

in order of priority: maximum tax rate (including introduction of 
crisis taxes), career/pension funds, expat regimes, other specific 
tax incentives, cost deductions and education programs. 


